We have been conned & deceived by the COMMONWEALTH BANK AUSTRALIA (CBA) & their agents using
FRAUDULENT Loan Application documents, in both 2005 and 2007.
Our Loan Application Documents have been the target of 'Document Tampering, forgery & fraud.' This is a
criminal offence under the Qld. Criminal Code, (Act No. 37 of 1995.)
Income figures were grossly inflated & many other details, including false vehicles & shares, were altered &
added AFTER we had signed a couple of pages of the LAF.
This is a systemic, criminally fraudulent business practice used by the CBA (and many other banks & lenders),
where they corruptly lend money using grossly falsified Loan Application Documents (that we had never seen),
& conspiring with Mortgage Brokers (that we have never met), & going through Finance Companies (that we
didn't know about & have never dealt with), with the sole aim of the Bank being able to take our family home.
(Asset Lending).
Then the bank tries to cover it all up, refuses to supply copies of the Loan Application Documents,
- CBA employee Quote: " We can't give you copies as it would leave the bank open to prosecution."
After 3 years of trying, I have all the other documentation, including the falsified Loan Application Documents.
They were fraudulently falsified in our 2005 loan and even more seriously in our 2007 loan re-finance.
Fortunately for us they were dumb enough to send us the 1st set of grossly altered documents - by mistake!
I have also discovered that the bank (or their agent) even used FAKE Low doc declarations that they
photoshopped/ cut & pasted together to get around the normal loan policies!
I also have copies of these.
The Australian Federal Police and the CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS BRANCH were investigating both the CBA
and the brokers for Criminal Fraud.
The CIB Detectives have issued warrants on the CBA trying to get the ORIGINAL documents, but the CBA have
responded by stating that the original documents have been destroyed.

